
WHICH PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE IS USED TO WRITE ANDROID APPS

If you want to develop Android apps, step one is picking a language. back in and is used for a wide range of
programming applications.

Another separate option is to use React Native. Never before has there been so many effective ways to create
awesome Android apps. Java You cannot go wrong with Java when making Android apps. For intensive
applications like 3D games, this can let you squeeze extra performance out of an Android device. Kotlin can
inter-operate with Java and it runs on the Java Virtual Machine. Java is currently owned by Oracle
Corporation. It is largely used for creating games but can be used in a variety of other ways too. Java code is
run by a virtual machine, which runs on Android devices and interprets the code. If you ever need to expand
your skills later, you can do that when the time comes. The best language to develop Android apps often just
comes down to taste. They can be used to create connections, obtain information or just have fun! It comes
down to your programming history or lack thereof and which languages you feel most comfortable using. The
number one way to develop Android apps, is to go ahead and download Android Studio. NET, etc. But as
useful as it is, Cordova requires a lot of work to get a semi-decent app up and running, which is why many
prefer Ionic Framework instead which uses Cordova to deploy to various platforms. Kotlin offers simplicity,
flexibility, and productivity. Like Java, C also implements garbage collection so there are fewer chances of
memory leaks. Since the release of Android Studio 3. Although Java is the official language, an Android app
can be built with other languages. C C is an incredible language. Android and Xamarin. In addition to all this,
Java has a great online community for support in case of any problems And trust me, there will be problems!
Conclusion So take your pick! Like This Article? Moreover, there are build in monetization features as well as
various assets and plugins that enrich the app development experience. Let us know in a comment down
below! An example of this is Kivy that is an open source Python library used for developing mobile apps.
Enter your Email. Corona Corona offers another considerably simpler option for developing Android apps
while still giving you a fair amount of power and control.


